
Sci 321
Oil/Biodiesel Assignment  20pts
5/10/2007 given
DUE 15 May 20007 (no email assignments, please bring to class Tuesday)

Artic Oil is a film that was produced by OPB in the series EXTREME OIL. You will find
more information about this at www.pbs.org/wnet/extremeoil/. Please read thru the
subtopics of THE JOURNEY, THE HISTORY and THE SCIENCE found on this link.

In THE JOURNEY you will find the ALASKA pipeline. When reading about the Alaska
pipeline, you will find information about the risks of oil transport including shipping
accidents like the Exxon Valdez, and the ecological destruction that occurs. Also
included in those risks are pipeline leaks, damage by earthquakes, sabotage, and
permafrost melting disturbing the pipeline.

Your challenge is in reference to the last line in the Alaska pipeline section “in 2004 the
Department of the Interior renewed the Trans-Alaskan Pipeline's federal right-of-
way leases for another 30 years.”  WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

1. Find a definition that describes what a right of way lease includes for
this pipeline, what does it mean, how is it defined, who does it affect,
impact, benefit in the future??????

2. Today you will hear a lecture on Biodiesel as a solution to petroleum
oil. The United States provides 13% of its oil from Alaska, and 20%
of its oil consumption from the Louisana Gulf of Mexico. Now the USA
is attempting to control Canada’s oil reserves as well.

Answer this question: How could Biodiesel replace the demand for oil
that the trucks are requiring for the Tillamook Biodigester? Currently
it’s a $10,000 pay out to a private trucking company which is not
sustainable. ((Daily there are 12 loads that pick up approx. 5,400
gallons of manure per truck for an approx. 60,000 gal total. The
facility could collect up to 80,000 gal a day if all 4 cells were
operational. All of the farms are within a 50 mile radius.))

So would biodiesel change the type of vehicle needed? or the way we
grow crops? more or less water needed? what social implications can
you think of? (you can write your view from facts taken at the lecture and
use flow charts or visual means to show your plan of action. You may need to
use outside sources to further benefit your argument) please reference your
facts.


